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I followed Ato Solomon Kifle interview posted below. Journalism is to inform people and the first thing 

they do when they invite guests is to ask some well known views of their guest or guests. We all know 

Jawar Mohammed for his strong views about Ethiopia. He is anti Ethiopia who  publicly called for  " 

Ethiopia Out of Oromia" and  "Mincha Power" Jihadi John type.  

Ato Solomon failed to challenge Ato Jawar Mohammed with such view how he can unite with Ethiopians 

who will not allow their country to be permanently divided into Woyane Kilils by dissolving Ethiopia as a 

country?? 

Jawar allegation of Tigray soldiers who are beating, jailing and killing Oromos needs to be challenged 

too. We know that all the Kilils have militias. OPDO has its own militias. If the OPDO militias are not 

working with the Federal forces nothing can happen. According to Jawar the OPDO militia are watching 

while the TPLF or Federal army doing the dirty job or they are in vacation. That is not true at all. 

If you go to all Kilils there are ethnic militias who are abusing their kilil. Jawar allegation puts all Oromos 

and  OPDO militia as a victim too. This is a recipe for Total War and sounds like Hutus Vs Tutsis, Oromos 

VS Tigrai militia. 

Neamin Zeleke position is the G7 position. They talk with nothing  back home. His movement is known 

for Talking a.k.a ESAT and I do not give any credibility for his group being a unifying factor. The ESAT 

broadcast is more a divider than a uniter. Their airtime is filled with sensationalism incorporated with 

Kilil terminology. The only thing we have is the name Ethiopia on their station.  

Ethiopia is in dangerous phase. Ethiopia's Federal army of different ethnic backgrounds except those in 

higher positions needs to act like an Egyptian army and save the country. The low level soldiers and 

middle level officers who are born under Ethnic Federalism might have problem of seeing the big picture 

that is a United Ethiopia. There is still the spirit of Ethiopia as was manifesting itself in 2005. This spirit 

will in fact is strong now in 2016. 

Diaspora Ethiopians are well informed and will act accordingly to be on the side of Ethiopia and 

Ethiopians!!! 

http://amharic.voanews.com/content/democracy-in-ethiopia-in-light-of-oromo-protests/3133790.html  
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